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CHAPTER I

IMCaCffiUCTIOM AMD SUSVET OF LITERATORS

The ptirpose of this study is to investigate the «notional fac-

tors that arc involved in the underachieveaent of people who have the
.<...i

intellectual ability to perform at a high level in college. Educators

and clinical psychologists are continually concerned over students uho

fail to fulfill the promise of test scores of intellect. It is a fact

that many students riio come to universities, and \itio have the appro-

priate intellectual ability, do not succeed acadendoally. Mar^y are

failed out or put on academic probation because of poor performance

in their course woric. Others voluntarily darop out before the first

MBSster ccKms to a close because th^ realize th^ are going to make

failing grades. Some are allowed to stay, and do stay, but make grades

below the fteshnian average. Many of these students continue to make

poor acadonic records throughout their college careers.

Why is it, that students who have the intellectual capacity

to succeed in college, perform at such low levels? Realistically,

there are many possible answers to this question. It is possible that

the student has undergone extreme environmental pressures t^ch make

it difficult for him to put in enou^ study time. Personality factors

also loom as likely answers to the above question. The term personality

covers a multitude of factors. There is a large number of possible

answers to the above question in this one area alone. One mi^t ask



many questions ^ such as^ does severity of emotional disorder differen-

tiate achievers from nonachievers; is there a personality type which

differentiates achievers from nonachievers; is there a certain pgycho-

dynaiaic pattern lAiich differentiates achievers from nonadiieversjT and

many more. All these questions iriJl be touched on in some way in this

study, nie entasis vdll be on the psychodynamics of achievers com-

pared to nonachievers* ?

Some psychological clinics^ idiich are associated with univer-

sities in some way, offer psychotherapeutic treatment to such under-

achieving students. Of course, oaly the students who come and ask for

such treatment, or i^o are referred, get it. In some such cases the

client's grades undergo a dramatic change. This would lead us to

believe that, in at least a reco^iisable proportion of cases of under-

achievement, personality factors make a significant contribution. The

present study is an attenqjt to investigate experimentally the contri-

bution of such personality factors to underachiev«aent by college

freshmen who have the iiitellectual ability to succeed at the Universi-

ty of KLorida.

The writer wishes to acknowledge that he understands personal-

ity as a configuration. He believes th&t isolated groups of specific

traits may be used in describing personality but they have meaning only

tihen the person is seen as a idiole. An attenqpt is made to evaluate

the person as a whole person and not to dissect his peorsonality into

parts or secidons.

It is hoped that the information derived from the results of

this study may be found useful in coimaeling students who are not



funcUoning up to their Intellectual level. There is also the long

range poBsibilitijr that this information aay be used in detecting, ^ ^^^'

ahead of time, the students who are likeOy to have academic difficulty

and thus allow preventive action.

Previous studies of utxierachievers have generally found that

pscrchoraetric data on personality have not significantly predicted the

underachievers, or differentiated 1^ underachievers from the achievers.

The few studies *diich have found psychometric data to differentiate

are inconsistent in their findings.

Jensen (11) gave the Mimesota Multiphasic Personality Inven-

tory (MMPI) to freshmen at Brigham Toung Dhiversity. Using high

school grades and the American Council on Education Psychological

Teet (ACE) as criteria he divided the subjects into four gro\^J8t

achieving students of low ability, nonachievlng students of low

ability, achieving students of high ability, and nonachieving stu-

dents of high ability, Jensen was most concerned with the first

group mentioned. He compared the mean scores on the nine clinical

scales of the mPl between grotqjs. He found that the latter two

grovpB differed at the 5 per cent level of confidence on the Lie

(L), Masculinity-femininity (Mf), and Paranoid (Pa) scales. Mon-

achievers of high ability made hl^er L scores but lower Mf axvi

Pa scores. Frick (6) gave the MMPI to 26? college freshman girls.

He correlated each MMPI scale with the ACE. Correlations ranged

from -.20 to -.02, and all were minus. He also correlated the MMPI

scales with grades and foimd that all correlations were minus except



for Pa vhlch was in the positive direction and significant at the 5 p»er

cent level of confidence. Other correlations found significant were

the Hypochondriasis (He) scale at the 5 per cent level, and the Psycho-

pathic deviate (Pd), Schizophrenic (Sc), and Hyporaania (Ma) scales at

the 1 per cent level. He found significantly better prediction of

grades using the ACE and MMPI than predicting grades solely on the

basis of the ACE. He concl\2ded that emotional factors significantly

effect performance at college. Stoi» and Ganung (18) administered

the mPl to 317 women freshaen. They divided them into two groups,

normal, and those who made deviant scores on the IMPl, They found

that there were more graduates in the normal than among those in the

other grovp. This difference was significant at the 5 per cent level.

The deviant group also had significantly lower grade point averages.

The MMPI scales which made this differentiation most significantly

were Depression (D), Hysteria (Hy), and especially Ma. Drake and

Getting ih) found in one study that the Mf scale may be measuring

intellectual as well as personality variables. He found that the D

scale was low in the profiles of students ;}udged lay their counselors

as "laddng in academic motivation." He showed that the differentiat-

ing profile is one in idiich Sc and Ma are aznong the three highest scales

and Social Introversion (Si) is among the lowest two scales. This was,

however, found to be true only \Aien Mf was also low.

In a later st\idy Drake (5) administered the MMPI to 3,U80

male college fre^imen. In this groi^ he found sixty-nine useable pro-

files ^*ich fit the above described pattern. This group, "lacking
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academic motivation," differed at the .001 level in grades from the

reet of the freshman class ^ grades being lower in this groiq>. Since

Mf had to be low also, he postulated that Mf was acting as a suppres-

sor variable. The Mf scale was not significantly correlated with

grades, so therefore, he concludes, does not predict scholarship by

itself.

Assum and Levy (2) tested the significance of the difference

between the grades of students irtio had come to a university psychologi-

cal clinic asking for help and students who had not made contact with

that clinic. They found no significant differences between these two

grorgjs on the ACE or on reading tests, but a difference at the 1 per

cent level on grades. The grades of people who came to the clinic

were significantly lower than the grades of people idio had made no

clinic contact.

lUener (3) differentiated two groups of college students,,

achievers and underachievers. He tested for significant differences

on age, tlwe spent in extracurricular activities, Kuder Preference

Record, Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, Brown-Holtzman Survey

of Study Habits and Attitudes, ACE, reading ability, high school

grades, hours per week spent in studying, work for pay, class attend-

ance, and place of residence. He foiuid no significant differences,

with but few showing trends.

Toung (19) constructed instruments to test parent-child rela-

tionships, and found that freshman "achievement motivation" was not

significantly influenced b^ the relationship of the subjects with
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their jparents*

Several workers have attes^ted to construct specific MMFI

scales lAilch votild predict^ or differentiate achievers from nona-

chievers, Quinn (16) correlated each MHPI item with the ACE and grade

point averages of his subjects. He cojsstructed one scale of those

items that correlated significantly at the 1 per cent level with

grades^ and low with ACE. He constructed a larger scale of the it«BS

that correlated at the 5 per cent level vith grades^ and low with ACE.

He then cross validated his scales on three additional freshman

classes. Both scales, however, showed only a weak relationship with

college achievn&ent. Neither scale offered a significant increase

in prediction. He conclitdes that MHPI scales are not worthidiile in

trying to differentiate college achievers fzvrn nonachlevers.

Altus (1) also atteoQ)ted to construct a similar scale on the

HHPI using a smaller N. He found no significant scale bat states

that he believes srxch a scale is feasible.

Heetal and Hathaway (15) deiaonstrated that the I scale is

correlated with educational level. Th^ also note that college stu-

dents make hi^er K scores than the g^ieral pc^ulatioB.

Another approadi is to study lusderaehlevlng students using

mainly clinical evidence and not relying on psychometric data as the

major measure. Samof and Raphael (17) Intensively studied five

students i^o came to the attention of the Dean*s office for failure.

They interviewed them weekly for n»st of their second semester. They

also adRlnistered to thea the Euder Preference Hecerd, ACE, and Mchigan



Sentence Completion Test, They reported their reaulte aa five complete

caee studies.

Case A scored at the 97 percentile rank on the ACE, He earned

a poor academic record. He was suggestible, immature, naive, and fait

inferior to his brother. He seemed afraid to try for fear of failure.

Case B earned a la percentile rank on ihe ACE and was inqjulsive,

egocentric, showed a low tolerance for frustration. His father suffered

a heart attack duaring the first semester.

Case C earned a 99 percentile rank on the ACE, He was involved

in many extracurricular activities, showed a psychopathic trend, flat-

ness of affect, immaturity, and engaged in many escapist activities.

Case D scored at the 29 percentile rank on the ACE. He seemed

insecure, shy, passive, immature, and had many tensions with his room-

mates.

Case E scored at the 78 percentile rank on the ACE, He was

Bchiaoid, harbored deep-seated hostiliUes toward his mother and step-

father, and seemed to resist passively his parents by academic under-

achicvement. He had difficulty studying because of his ubiquitous

hostile fantasies.

The above case studies indicate a multicausality for failure,

show that crisis situations may be important. All were Judged as very

iMature, and rebellion against parental authority is sometimes ax-

pressed hy resistance to study.

These studies suggest the need for a study which canbines both

clinical and pflychoraetric data on a large number of people. The present



study is an atterapt to combine ps^rehometric data and clinical informa-

tion in order to understand the p^chodynamic patterns underlying under-

achievement. The hypothesis being tested is stated in general terms.

This hypothesis is as follows

t

Hypothesis: There are discernible psychodynamics underlying

underachievement in college of students with high intellectual ability.



CHAPTER II

SKF£RIH£NTAL DESIGN

Subjects

The subjects were drawn from the entering A:^8hinan class at

the University of Florida In the fall of 1958. Classes began in

Septonber, and the subjects were selected the following November.

At this time most had had the first roiind of progress tests and

many had had at least some of the second round of progress tests*

All of these freshmen had been given the college ACE during orienta-

tion week, the week just prior to the beginning of classes. The

records of the group of students who earned a percentile rank of 90

or better on the ACE total were separated from the rest of the free-

man class. This is a 90 percentile rank on local nozns which are

slightly higher than national norms. There were 27ii freshmen in this

group.

The writer then, with the use of the Registrar's records,

formed a selected group from among those people in the first group

who had made a 29 percentile rank or less on any one, or more, of

their progress tests. There were seventy-seven members in this group.

The object of selecting people who had made a 29 percentile rank or

lower on any one progress test was to insure the selection of a group

of people with high ACE scores, many of vtiom would not likely make

high grades at the end of the semester. It is assumed that all in
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this group have the intellectual ability to perform at a satisfactory

level at the University of Florida;

In the group of seventy-seven, two people dropped out of school

before the close of the s^nester* One of these two was not available

for use as a 8ub;}ect, having left the school. The second person

retiimed the second semester and was interviewed and tested at that

time. As no grades were available for the first semester for this

person, she was not included in the statistical handling of the data

but is considered in the clinical report.

Another two 8Ub;]ect8 con^leted "Uie first semester but were drop-

ped from the University for their poor acadeinic performaiice before they

could be contacted as subjects in this study. Both were contacted and

asked to c<xi]plete the checklist and to write, in as much detail as

possible, the reasons that they believe lie behind their failure at the

University. They were also asked to write ^}mething of their backgroxind.

One of the two replied. The one t^o replied is considered separately

in the clinical report. The other was listed as unavailable as a sub-

ject.

One in the group refused entirely to participate in the study

for personal reasons. He was asked to participate, but his insistent

refusal was honored on the belief that a person has the right to dis-

close only vti&t personal information he wishes. He too was considered

unavailable as a subject. Another of the subjects took the MFl and

then refused to come for the clinical interview. As the data on this

subject were inconplete he was not included in the statistical analysis
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but he is taken up in the clinical report.

It was iK>t possible to contact one other subject after exten-

sive effort. The writer did interview his ro«mates, and this infor-

mation is treated in the clinical report.

A total of seven subjects was unavailable regarding the statis-

tical analjrsis due to no, or incomplete, informaUon. Of these seven,

some information is available on four. Th^ are discussed separately.

This left an N of 70 in the group idiich was analyzed statistically,

lYocedure

Each person of this group was sent a letter asking him only to

appear at a specified place and time to participate as a subject in a

researdi study. The subjects met in groups ranging from twenty-six to

twelve people due to practical considerations. Some had to be con-

tacted as many as five times before they appeared though most attended

the first group to which they were invited. At these group meetings

the subjects were told only that the experiment involved taking a test

and being interviewed. They were left as naive as possible prior to

the end of the clinical interview. Th^ were told that the study would

be explained at that time. Individual appointments were then arranged

with the writer on the basis of one hour per interview. The booklet

form of the MMPI was administered to each of the groins.

A checklist (see Appendix A) was devised to obtain the sub-

jects' report on certain variables which logically would se&n to dif-

ferentiate students vho do well academically from those who do poorly

academically. This checklist was filled in by the subject at the end
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of the interview,

A rating scale (see Appendix B), for the interviewer's use, was

also constnicted. The items on this rating scale were selected as the

writer felt they might well be variables which woiild differentiate

achievers and tinderachievers. This rating scale was filled out by the

interviewer at the end of the interview on the basis of his clinical

impressions of the svtbject*

During the interview the interviewer, v^o was the same person

in all cases, took extensive notes on vriiat was said. He also jotted

down his clinical impressions and any outstanding personality charac-

teristics of the subject. An atten?)t was made to understand the per-

sonality dynamics functioning in each subject from this interview. No

standardized or rigid procedure was used in the interviews. The inter-

viewer, rather, felt his way along according to his own feelings and

cljbiical understandJLngs. The intervievrer asked few direct questions

and generally let the subject choose his own direction. At times speci-

fic questions were called for. The subjects were, for exarple, usually

asked to teU the interviewer s(»aething of their families. At the time

of the interview the interviewer knew nothing of the results of the

MMPI or of the subject's grades.

After the interview the MMPI's were scored twice by two differ-

ent people as a check on the accuracy of the scoring. The only three

disagreements were rechecked by a third scoring. Profiles were then

drawn up for the nine clinical scales, the L scale, the F scale, and

the K scale. The question mark scale was not used, as all but one sub-

ject answered every item, and in this case the score of 23 was just
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below the mean. The T scores on each scale for each subject were

recorded. These T scores were used In the statistical analysis as

thej are con^tlble scales and the raw scores are not. The T scores

were taken after tlie correction for K.

Only after the interview was con^leted^ and the MFI*s scored,

were the grades for the first semester obtained. The writer acknowl«>

edges the fact that there is not a one-to-one relationship between

grades and achievenent. Grades are, however, the best indicator of

achievement available and so were chosen to represent achievement in

this study. As is customary at the IMyerslty of Florida, quantifica-

tion of grades is acr-0Q^3lished by dividing the number of hours carried

into the honor points earned. Honor points are assigned on the basis

of four points for an A, three points for a B, two points for a C, one

point for a D, and zeiTO points for an £. The distribution of honor

point averages for this groiqp of people approaches the shape of "ttie

normal c\irve with a slight accumixlation of cases below the mean. Of

this groi^ of people of high intellectual ablllly, thirty-seven made

HPA's of less than C. This is 53 per cent of the total group.

The z^sults of the twelfth grade Cooperative General Achieve-

ment Tests were obtained from the Office of the Registrar. The Coopera-

tive Oenasral Achievtment Tests (Co-op tests), and the high school ACE

are given to all high school seniors in the State of Florida. The

Co-op tests and the high school ACE concise the placement test series.

The quantitative data in this study were the HPA, placement

test total, number of hours carried, all the items of the checklist.
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all the items of the rating scale, the 13 MMPI variables, and a coding

for the selected pattern of courses taken. These data were piinched in-

to Hollerith cards. The services of the Statistical Laboratory at the

Itoiversity of Florida were employed. Programs for intercorrelations on

the IBM 650 ccsnputer were available only for a 30 variable problem. It

was decided to do preliminary statistical work using the IBM 082 sorter.

The deck of cards was divided into the upper, lovjer, and middle tiiirds

on the basis of HPA. Then the upper and lower thirds were individually

run through the sorter, sorting on the punches in other columns accord-

ing to the choice of the operator. In this manner the distribution of

the people in the upper third of HPA*s was compared to the distribution

of the people in the lower third of HPA's on each of the 55 variables.

In tixis manner it was fo^lnd that the distributions were identical or

very similar on 26 of the variables and that 29 of the variables looked

worth subjecting to more refined statistical handling. These 29 vari-

ables, along vdth HPA, were programmed and run through the IBM 650 com-

puter for intercorrelations, means, and standard deviations. The

resnaining 26 variables were discarded as not differentiating between

the achievers and underachievers on the basis of inspection of the

results obtained with the sorter.

The interview material and MMPI profiles were arranged in rank

order according to HPA. A case summary was extracted on the top six-

teen subjects and on the bottom sixteen subjects. These case summaries

are the results of the clinical interpretation of all the information

available on each subject and are att^npts to describe the most
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iiiQwrtant psychodynandc aspects of each person. There was no attempt

here to subject this material to quantitative analysis. The writer

believes that this kind of information is not amenable to the methods

of quantification available at present. The distinction between sub-

jective and subjectivism is Important at this point* Subjective data

are data arrived at by description or interpretation and are not amena-

ble to analysis into numbers. Subjectivism refers to the interpreta-

tion of observations based solely on the personal distortions of the

interpreter. These two cannot be clearly distinguished from each

other in any concrete way. It is hoped in this study that the clinical

data are more in the class of data labeled subjective* and that little

subjectivism is Involved.

Generalizations are drawn on the basis of similarities and

differences among the cases of students vino made the sixteen lowest

HPA*s and similarities and differences among the cases of studwits

who made the sixteen highest HPA*s. These two groups were also com-

pared.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Statistical Findings

On the basis of the preliminary statistical work, the follow-

ing 30 variables were selected for more refined statistical analysis

as they appeared most pr(»nising; the 13 MMPI variables, the 10 rating

scale variables, HPA, high school placement test total, question num-

ber 13 on the checklist axxi the explanation following this ques'U.on,

the items "hobbies" and "doing things alone" from the checklist, and

the item on the hi^est school grade reached by the subject's mother*

All other items were disregarded as they showed no significant differ-

ences between the people making hi^ honor point averages and the

people making low honor point averages.

\d.th the use of the lEM 650 eoD9>uter 1^35 Pearson product moment

correlaticm coefficients were ccsR^^uted. These were the intercorrela-

tions of the selected 30 variables mentioned above* These correlation

coefficients ranged f2>om *900 to .000. This study does not concern

itself with all of the obtained coxrelations, i.e. correlations between

MMPI scales* The range of correlation coefficients with «diich this

study is eoncezTied was from .600 to *000.

There were 73 of the U35 correlation coefficients significantly

different from zero at the 1 per cent level of confidence and U5 signif-

icantly different from zero at the 5 per cent level of confidence*

26
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This study is not concerned with all of these correlations either. Of

the correlations of linportance in this research there were 29 signif-

icantly differ^it frcm zero at the 1 per cent level of confidence, and

19 significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent level of confi-

dence* Many of the significant correlation coefficients in the total

grovtp were between MMPI scales* This study does not concern itself

with these correlations* Thia study does concern itself with the corre-

lations between honor point average and other variables, lntez>correla-

tions between rating scale lt«ns, correlations between rating scale

items and MMFI scales, and correlations between rating scale items and

checklist items*

It can be seen from Table 1 that only 2 of the other 29 vari-

ables correlate significantly with HPA* The only correlation coeffi-

cient significantly different fr<»i zero at the 1 per cent level of

confidence was betwewi HPA and high 8<^ool placment test total* Of

the variables correlated, placwnent test total is the best single

predictor of HPA* Even though this correlation is significant at the

1 per cent level of confidence it is low in terms of pz'edlctability*

Vihen r is *317 there is 95 per cent of the variance unaccounted for*

It is reasonable that students \Ato do well on achievement tests at the

high school level arm also by and large the students who do well their

fz^shman year in college. In a selected sample of this nature, this

is noteworthy*

The only other varlAble statisticaUy significant, this at the

5 per cent level, was HPA with the item on the rating scale, severity
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TABLE 1

PEARSON PRC2)0CT MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
BETWEEN HPA AND OTHER VARIABLES
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of probI«B8. This correlation being significant suggests that severity

of enotional disturbance nlg)it be a factor in hi^ily intelligent stu-

dents doing poorly at college. The more generally distuxt>ed a person

is the more difficult it is for him to produce at a college levels even

thou^ he has the necessary intellectual ability.

The inter-item correlations of the rating scale are presented

in Table 2, Manifest anxiety level is correlated, significantly dif-

ferent from zero, vdth how well a person relates interpersonally (1 per

cent level), with the severity of psychological problems (1 per cent

level), and with how socialized the student is (5 per cent level). The

more anxious the student, the less well he related interpersonally, and

the more severe were his problems. The more anxious he was the less

sooialieed he was.

The student's manner of expressing his hostilities, £ros^ pas-

sively to openly, did not cozrelate significantly with any of the other

items on the rating scale.

The student's characteristic defenses, on a continuum from

hysterical throxigh intellectuallzing, correlated significantly (5 per

cent level) with the degree to tdiich dependency is a problem. It

i^;>pears here that the more hysterical the student the more apt he is to

expezdence dependency needs as a problem.

The degree to which feelings of inadequacy are a problem

correlated significantly with resistance to parents (1 per cent

level), with the degree to idiich dependencj'^ is a problem (1 per cent

level), with the severity of his pt^chological problems (1 per cent



TABLE 2

PEARSON PfiODUCT MQH£NT CORRELATION! COEFFICIENTS
BETWEEN HATIUQ SCALE ITi2!S

1. Manifest anxiety leirel. .106 -.003 .189

2* Expression of hostilitcsr

(passively to openly), -,060 ,093

3* Defenses (intellectual-
isdng to h^^sterical)

.

.liiO

h» Feelings of inadequacy
a problem*

5< Resistance to parents
a problem.

6. Relates interpersonal!^.

7. Dependency a problem.

8. Severity of psychological
probl^ns.

9» How socialized is he?

10. Need for social
acceptance.

a B% level of significance

b 1% level of significmice
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TABL£ 2-~Contlmied

6 7 S 9 10

.11*3 -.38lb .039 ,laib -.235 .07it

.026 -.20U -.003 .223 -.159 .013

.033 .208 .278a .079 .09U .091

.li33b -.295a .a20b .502b -.196 .JaSb

-.256a .581b ,600b -.189 .232

-.118 -.602b .Ui6b .112

.502b .100 .153

-.UOlb .08U

.125



level), with his need for social acceptance (1 per cent level), and

negatively with how well the student relates (5 per cent level).

Resistance to parents wotild in^jly difficulties with parents and prob-

ably maiQT of the same difficulties which cause a person to resist

also contribute to his feelings of inadequacy, the severity of his

psychological problems, and his needs for social acceptance. Depend-

ency needs may be one of the basic problems -tiiese students had wiiJi

their parents. As we would expect, the less adequate the student

felt the lees able was he to relate in an interpersonal situation.

The degree to which the student was resisting his parents

correlated significantly with the degree to which dependency is a

pz^jblffln »d.th him (1 per cent level), with the severity of his psycho-

logical problems (1 per cent level), and negatively with how well he

related in an interpersonal situation (5 per cent level). Not having

been able to work through a d^endent relationship with one's parents

and struggling with these dependency needs is a major way of resisting

parents. On this theoretical basis we would expect a hi^ correlation

here. The same struggle, resisting parents, is sometimes a disturbing

conflict so we vovHd e^ect a hi^ correlation with severity of psy-

chological problems. The more an individual was resisting his parents

the less well he related interpersonally.

As we would eaqject, the less well an individual was able to

relate the more severe were his psychological problans. The better

he was able to relate interpersonally the more socialized he was.

We would «]q)ect that the more dependent an individual, the
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more severe would be his psychological problems, these variables corre-

lated at the 1 per cent level. Dependency needs may be a basic psycho-

logical problwQ.

Severity of p^chological problems was corrialated significantly

at the 1 per cent level with how socialized the person was. We would

guess that severely disturbed people would have fewer and poorer social

relationships than well-adjusted people. This is confirmed by the

negative correlation.

Other significant correlations of interest are dLscussed in

the next few paragraphs; see Table 3.

The P scale on the MMPI correlated significantly at the 1 per

cent level with feelings of inadequacy as a psychological problem, the

degree of resistance to parents, the degree to irtiich dependency is a

problem, and the severity of pi^chological problems. We would e3q)ect

severity of problems and the F scale to correlate significantly as we

know that severely disturbed people earn significantJy higher F scale

scores than well-adjusted people.

The F scale is a group of items tiiat are rarely answered by

people. A hig^ F scale may indicate misunderstanding the directions

or a person who is very confused. If the hl^er F scores in this study

indicate confusion then we would eaqpect the significant correlations

with inadequacy as a problem, resistance to parents, and dependency

OS these contribute to conflict and confusion. The F scale correlated

significantly at the 5 per cent level with how socialised the student

was. Confused and disturbed students socialize less than well-organized

students.
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The K scale correlated significantly (5 per cent level) only

with the degree to Which the student was socializing. There is a rela-

tionship between being the kind of person who socializes and having a

defensive test-taking attitude*

The hypochondriasis scale on the VMPl correlated significantly

(5 per cent level) with the rating scale item on manifest anxiety level.

The more use of h^npochondriacal defenses the more manifest anxiety was

shown by the student.

nie scale on the MHPI cozxelated significantly (5 per cent

level) with resistance to parents> severity of psychological prob-

lems, the degree to idiich the sttident was socializing, and how well

he was able to relate in an interpersonal situation. If we take the

S scale to represent hostility, anxiety, guilt, and general tgpset and

disturbance of a neurotic nature as well as depression then we would

expect a significant correlation between and severity of problsras,

and how socialized a person is, and D and how well a person relates

interpersonally* A high D score also seems to indicate in some degree

difficulties between the person and his parents.

The Pd scale correlated significantly with degree of depend-

ency (5 per cent level) and with degree of resistance to parents (1 per

cent level). We would esqiect a high correlatJ.on between the degree cf

resistance to parents and the Pd scale. Psychopathic people react

against the superego structure derived mainly from their parents. Due

to the aloofness of the person with a decided psychopathic trend in

personality we would expect an alienation of dependency probleMS, yet
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Pd and dependency are significantly correlated. Possibly this repre-

sents a group of people vho have a psychopathic trend in their person-

alities but «dio are not pathologically psychcpathic and lAio maintain

enough superego function to be dependent. One interpretation mi^t be

that extreme dependency underlies the psychopathic trend.

The Pt scale correlated at the 5 per cent level with degree of

anxiety, degree inadequate feelings are a problem, and resistance to

parents. It is theoretically consistent that people who make high Pt

scoz*e8 are anxious and feel inadequate. Many of these problems origi-

nate in the person's relationship with his parents tdiich would account

for the correlation between Pt and resistance to parents. The Pt scale

also corz'elated significantly at the 1 per cent level with degree of

severity of problems. The pi^chasthenic scale measures obsessive-

con9}ulsive behavior, intellectualizing, and general disturbance.

The Pa scale correlated significantly at the 1 per cent level

with resistance to parents, degree of depoidency, and severity of prob-

lems. Pec^le Miio resist their i»rents, yet are dependent and fairly

disturbed, also tend to have a paranoid trend in their personalities.

The Sc scale correlated at the 1 per cent level with degree of

inadequacy, resistance to parents, degree of dependency, and severity

of probl«os. As a high score on the sdiizophrenic scale indicates a

relatively disturbed individual we would expect the above correlations.

The total of the T scores on the MHPI clinical scales excluding

Mf correlated significantly with degree of inadequacy (5 per cent levw

el), resistance to parents (1 per cent level), degree of dependency
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(1 per cent level), and severity of problema (1 per cent level). The

MMPI total score Is siMaetimes considered as a general measure of degree

of pathological deviation. It is far from pure because of the cancel-

ing out effects of high and low scales. The above correlations are

understandable and even e3q>ected if the MMPI total is a general mea-

sure of adjustment.

The correlations between MMFI scales and rating scale items

are suimaarized in Table 3.

As seen in Table 1*, the checklist it«mi on "time spent doing

things alone" correlated significantay with resistance to parents

(5 per cent level), degree of dependency (5 per cent level), and

severity of problems (5 per cent level). People who are dependent,

resist their parents, and are fairly disturbed, tend to spend more

time by themselves away from Interpersonal relationships. Also the

time spent with hobbies correlated significantly at the 5 per cent

level with severity of problems and with need for social acceptance.

People who are very dependent sometimes attach this depejadency to a

hobby that is less threatening to them than people.

All other conflations were statistically not significant or

not at all relevant to this research.

As Hathaway and Meehl (10) report, the Ma scale on the MMPI

of college students was generally higher than with a non-coUege popu-

lation. On 31 of the 72 MMPI profiles the Ma scale was the highest

single scale. This is 1*3 per cent. No theoretical explanation is

offered by Hathaway and Meehl and none by the present author.
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TABLE h

SIQMIFICAOT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN RATING
SCALE ITEMS AND CHECKLIST ITEt^

Rating Sc&Le Checklist

Resistance to parents

Degree of dependency

Severity of problwos

Degree of dependency

.291a

•288a

.252a

.377b

Time spent doing things alone

n H R n n

R n n M n

TiBW spent in hobbies

a $% level of significance

b 1% level of significance
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Clinical Findings

The evidence of a clinical nature is enlightening on the iscM

of the underlying psychodynaiaics of highly intelligent people uho do

poorly in their first semester at college. Case studies were drawn

up on those people tdio made the sixteen lowest HPA*s and on the people

idio made the sixteen highest HFA's. These uLll be presented individ-

tially. In fozvulating the case study the writer has attenqited to use

all the information available to him and arriTe at a picture of basic

psychodynamics rather than comparing these people on a pinpointed^

at<»nized basis. This resulting picture of the person is presented

rather than factual material.

In order of HPA beginning with the lowest, the following are

the case summaries of those sixteen people making the lowest UPA*8.

The basic dynamics and characterization of the sub;)ect was

done loiBediately following the interriew^ before the interviewer had

knowledge of the subject's MHPI or grades. The final case summaries

were prepared using all aTailable information about the subjects.

These final summaries are presented here.

Case A t This case may be out of sequence. This person

dropped out of school during the first semester in order to avoid

extremely low grades. She may be described as a hostile person vhe

mainly directs this hostility toward men. She spent almost the

entire interview talking about her hostilities toward her parents.

She is not, however, at all able to express these hostilities openly

for fear of her parents rejection. She can only esqpress these
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resentments indirectly though she is aware of them. Becatise she is in

touch with her feelings and with reality her MMPI profile is rather

healthy looking. Successfol performance in college is very iinportant

to her parents. She passively resists her parents and eGq>reBses her

hostilities for them hy performing poorly in college.

Case B ; This is a very dependent, defensive, intellectualized,

and constricted person. He feels alienated from his father and is

very frightened b^r anything representing aa-Uiority. He has a need to

be accepted socially which sometimes prevents him from studying. He

lacks self-<:onfidence and has developed some counterphobic defenses.

A great deal of his energy is spent in strivings for independence,

away from authority. College represents authority and dependency

idiich puts him in the middle of his conflict here at college. The

ensuing threat causes his intellecttial functioning to be highly con-

stricted.

Case C t This p«rson is suffering from psychological problems

of long standing. He is a cold, rigid person i^ose intellectualizing

defenses keep him from esqjeriencing any waxm interpersonal relation-

ships. He cannot express his real feelings in any warm way. He has

no insight or understanding into his own difficulties. He is an over

controlled and socially inept person. He is a very ti^t, rtgid per-

son who cannot loosen up enou^ to produce in a flexible and con-

stznictive way.

Case D : This person is somewhat washed-out emotionally. She

needs to i^lease her parents as a cover-up for some deep-seated hostile
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feelings riiich are coaq)letely unacceptable to her. She is dependent

and cannot accept responsibility. She also has needs for social

acceptance idiich along with her dependency and wishy-washiness make

her "reiy suggestible. Friends pull her along into social events.

These dynamics keep her flrom studying, lAich in tujm fulfills her

social needs, and allow her Tery indirectly to express her hostil-

ities for her parents by not producing in college*

Case E l This person is very dependent and tied to her home,

especially her mother. She tries to break away and fi^ts this strug-

gle very intensely but con?)letely denies it. She has a marked

passiTe-aggressive orientation toward life. Depression is about

her only neurotic defense. Education is very important to her

father toward idxan she must express her resentments in her own

passive-aggressive manner. The passive-aggressive ea^ression of

hostility is marked and characteristic of her entire personality.

This is mainly in relation to her father and her need to have his

love while at the same time she feels she doesn't receive it and

harbors de^ resentioents over this.

Case F t This is a highly anxious and hostile person who is

able to express little warmth for people. He is always angry. He

has a history of having been completely re;)ected by his entire family

all his life and very much needs acceptance. He cmtinually lets

himself be swayed by others hopixxg to be accepted by them hy so doing.

He is, at the same time, afraid of not being wanted, so rejects peo-

ple before they have the chance to reject him. He consequently
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receives little waxTath from, people and gives none, but constantly

hopes to get warmth. He has no insist into his difficiilties and

denies problems* As he is constantly seelcing social acceptance he

spends a great deal of time trying to get near to peojalei but never

accoiopllshes it, and so has little time left to study*

Case Q t This person was vezy imioature and showed little

spontaneity in the interview. When she was young she was often ill

and developed many hysterical conversion and hj'pochondriacal defenses*

She uses denial as a defense along idth naivete* ^e is terribly

afraid of failure so uses her hypochondriacal and conversion syn^tons

as an excuse for doing poorly at college. There is a basic Insecurity

here.

Case H » This is a fairly disturbed person* His father is a

loud, hostile, and threatening person. He has developed in an opposite

fadilon from his father. He has little-girlish mannerisms, is immatui^e,

fesdnlne, dependent, and passive. He can esqpress hie hostile feelings

only passively* He also harbors a deep hostility for his father* This

looks like a basic passive-aggressive personality problem of long stand-

ing with schizoid features. He 6:!q>resses his hostility for his parents

indirectly by doing poorly in college. The schlaold confusion in his

thinking also contributes to his poor college performance.

Case I t This person was tense and anxious in the interview

situation* He is effeminate and feels awkward socially* He is not

a very sensitive person* There is an almost classical p^chopathic

history of exploitation and manipulation of people* His MIIFI looks
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like a fairly disturbed profile. There are decided dlffloviltles

around Talues. He does ix>t readily accept social values^ including

values on education. He has a psychopathic unconcern regarding

college and education.

Case J : This person ^ows evidence of paychopathlc charac'*

terlstlcs from present dynamics^ history^ and MMPI. He has no close

relationships and has little sensitivity in Interpersonal situations.

His hostilities are open and accepted. He has never developed a sound

superego and feels vexy little guilt over his open aggressive acts.

He acts out his hostilities and readily accepts this behavior in hiio-

self. Having an inchoate superego he is not able to discern what is

of value and \iha,t is not. This makes his performance in college very

difficult.

Case K : This is a fairly distxirbed person. He is constantly

fitting to be a man and to be masculine. At the same time he feels

great ambivalence for his father. His struggle then becomes one of

trying to be like his father and at the same time trying to get away

tr<m the father Ijy resisting iilm. fie is resisting a dominating and

rejecting father and at the same time longs for his acceptance. This

conflict arouses many hostile and confusing feelings in him. There

is a slight schizoid trend also. He cannot oxpreea his hostility for

his father directly as this would then alienate his father cuid this

would be too threatening. All the confusion in his feeling and

thinking make studying very difficult for him.

Case Li This is an intellectuallxed^ coatrolled^ and somewhat
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effeminate person. He has good defenses that work well for him.

His parents rejected him as a child. He has developed an intense

need for social acceptance and spends a great deal of time seeking

acceptance and recognition. He becaxne very involved in a social

extracurricvdar activity during the first semester ^ich left him

very little time to s-tAidy. The need for social acceptance is much

greater than his felt need for an education.

Case M l This is a very tense, rigid, rationalized person.

He is a fairly disturbed person. There is a decided paranoid trend

here with projection being a major defensive measure. Hie relation-

cMps with his parents are disturbed. A basic conflict within him

Is his struggle with oasculiniiy and sexual identification. He is

basically identified with his mother and fi^ts this, struggling to

be a man. He has strong ambivalent feelings for his father and at

times finds it diffictdt to identify with his father. His father

very much wants him to con^ete college. College symbolizes mascu-

linity to him and so college represents his problems* He struggles

w±bh college work as he struggles with the masculine role*

Case N t This person is very affected, sarcastic, dependent

and has intense status needs. He fights for his mother's love and

feels he is in con^}etition with his brother. He strongly resents

the father and denies this. He has deep feelings of inadequacy. He

is quite tied to his mother but in many ways atten^}t8 to break away

from her. He cannot express his hostilities, instead turns them on

himself, (he reports he has an tilcer) or expresses than indirectly*
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His low grades In college upset his mother* He inakee low grades in

college as an expression of the hostility tAiich results from his

frustrated needs for nurtorance.

Case O t This is a fairly disturbed person. He is shy and

feels inadequate. He has a great deal of free-floating anxiety and

feelings of being i:^8et. In some ways his backgroand is the back-

ground of a qx>iled child. His parents decided for him that he would

cone to the IM-rersity of Florida. He has many defenses and is using

th«n all extensi'vely. He has periods of depression acconpanied by

anxiety. He also uses hypochondriacal defenses and has hysterical

headaches. His major defenses are zdgid, Intellectaalizlng ones.

Itone of these defenses are able to control hie anxieties and he

remains tqjset, anxioosj and confused. He is used to haTing things

done for him and yet is reacting against authority. This conbina-

tion of factors makes it very diffioxilt for him to produce in college.

Case P > This person is affected^ has many peculiar effeminate

mannerisms, and is -vexj immature. He is hi^ily identified with the

female figure and is struggling with a basic conflict. At times he

acts little-girlish. His defenses are denial, repression, and naivete,

at times he is histrionic. As a child he was overindulged and feels

lost and anxious on his own away ftrom home. He would be very happy

to retiurn home to his mother's waiting arms. Making low grades is one

way to do this.

The following are the case summaries of the people who made

thtf fir-jtvD. highest HPA's from the highest on down.
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Case I t This person is someuhat passive and slii^tly dependent

but not pathologically passive-aggressiTe or passive-dependent. He

is pleasant^ affable^ and capable of deep interpersonal warmth. He

is sooievhat tied to home and sometines has some difficulty in assert-

ing himself. Basically this case study is normal. He has good ego

function, is integrated^ and expresses smch warmth in his interpersonal

relationships

.

Case 2 : This is a dominating and controlling person. He is

basically identified with his father and has conflicting feelings for

his mother. He uses both hysterical and intellectualising defenses.

He is fairly dependent, and fi^ts these needs in himself. He does

however have a great deal of insight and understanding into his prob-

lems. He has a strong ego. He is somevAiat c<»^u2jiive and is compul-

sively driven to achieve in college. There is a sound basic person-

ality organisation hare.

Case 3 » This person has had some problems in her interper-

sonal relationships at college. She is quite tied to her parents,

and her idiole family. She is, however, very much aware of this and

accepts it aiui thinks it is good. Sie does not fight her ties to her

family. She has a very realistic view of being at collie away from

home. She produces at college in order to please her parents. There

is expression of warmth and a basic acc^tance of self here. This

case study is mainly normal.

Case li t This is a very disturbed person with hi^ly developed

intellectualizing defenses. He is a tense, anxious, cold, and ungiving
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person. He is very threatened by people and avoids interpez^onal

situations as much as possible. Re is insecure and frightened l^

authority. His reaction to au-ttiority is^ howeyer^ passi-re rather

than fighting back against it. He keeps away from people at college,

and exercises his intellectualizing defenses at the same time by

spending much time studying. He is held together with his kind of

defenses well enough to retain lAiat he reads in a relatively undis-

torted way.

Case 5 « This is a warm, affable person idio relates well in

an interpersonal situation. She is a mature individual. She feels

closer to her father than to her mother, knows this, and accepts it.

She can realistically e3q>ress her feelings for her parents. Inferi-

ority feelings are sonewhat of a problem for her but her strong ego

deals with this easily. She enters intexpersonal relationships

easily. This case study is basically normal.

Case 6 1 This person is friendly and sometrtiat passive. In

new relationships she is at first somewhat guarded and defwisive but

soon loosens up and is more able to express warmth. Just below the

level of awareness is a great deal of resentment for her father.

There is a subclinical schisoid trend here but she retains her

warmth and ability to relate. There is a good ego functioning here.

Case 7 t This person is dependent and psychologically tied

to home even though she has broken with heme to get married. She

cannot express her hostilities very well as they are threatening to

her. She dees not have deep-seated resentments of long standing
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thou^ her prlmaxy defenses are hysterical ones. Basically^ this case

study is normal and none of the above mentioned characteristics are

extrene.

Case 8 t Tliis is a highly intellectualized, cold and rigid per-

son. She gires the in^ression of being a strong, unyielding person.

She has intense statiis needs and needs for personal and social recogni-

tion. She sees her parents as inadequate and inferior. She needs to

rise above them. She is satisf^dng this need by doing well in college.

In a sense this is a way of resisting her parents by attempting to

become better than they are. Other than this the case is normal.

Case 9 t ThLs person has many of the adolescent's problems.

Sie is ejqperiencing an adolescent rebellion against her father. Her

father is compulsive and she is somei^at fjreely disorganised in her

living. She is conscious of this conflict with her father and accepts

it. SiM does have a strong ego. She also resists her father by doing

well in a field of her own choice rather than in the field he chose

for her. Over-all^ she looks well-adjusted with a strong ego.

Case 10 1 This person is sometdiat immature, tense and intel-

lectoalised. He relates well interpersonally. He has good, but not

rigid, defenses. Success in college represents a hii^er social level

which is very attractive to him. This ease is basically normal.

Case li t This is a rather disturbed person. She is a very

masculine girl who is highly identified with her father and harbors

deep-seated hostility for her mother. She sees herself as cosseting

with her Bother for her father's love. She sees herself as the loser.
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She ia anxious and hostile. She expresses her hostilities openly and

accepts them in herself* Her proKLons are yery near the surface and

cause her much anxiety. By doing well in school ^e greatly pleases

her father^ idio, in turn, highly praises her for this performance.

Case 12 1 This person relates well and is able to experience

and e3q>res8 much interpersonal vanath. He is a little flat and color-

less in his expression at timeSj but this does not last vexy long.

Occasionally he feels inadequate, but this is not nmch of a problem

for him. Basically this case is noxval.

Case 13 t This is a very disturbed person. He is very effem-

inate and highly identified with his mother. He vexy much needs

social acceptance, but is iK>t a very socialized person. He has a

great deal of hostility for his parents that permeates his entire

personality. He resists his parents openly, but underneath he is

very dependent. These problems are very near the surface and keep

him tense and anxious. He tries very hard to do veil in college in

order to please his mother, but his anxieties tiill not let him func-

tion at the peak of his capabilities. Vihile he did fairly well due

to his hard work he has the capability to do even better.

Case lU t This person presents a rather cold front but is

capable of ejqperiencing warmth. There is a decided psychopathic

trend here. He also utilises many neurotic defenses such as depres-

sion. Intellectual 1 si ng, and denial. He remains organised and inte-

grated at this point while many of his problems are not pressing at

this time.
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Case I5 t This is a happy, pleasant, warm, well-integrated per-

son* She tends to react passively to authority. Sie is slightly naive

in her approach to life. She relates well intorpersonally. Basically

this case is nomal.

Case 16 : This person appears bored and passive. He fears

authority. He tends to pull away from people and shows little sponta-

i»ity in interpersonal relationships. He has little intelleetttal

curiosity. He does have the basic organization and control to study

and produce. These problems are of a character nature and are not

aee<MQ>anied by a great deal of anxiety. He is not resisting his

parents.

In addition to these thirty-two case studies, certain other

cases require conzasnt.

One subject the writer ii^s not able to contact, because he

refused to answer ai^ correspondence and because his rooBBaates in the

dormitories had informally refused to allow him to stay in his room.

Their stated reasons for this, obtained in an interview, were: he

refused to wash, change his sheets, go to his classes, or do ai^ of

the things necessary to get along with roonmiates in a dormitory

setting. Thnre was also a report that this subject was in trouble

with the local authorities. Hy reports, he is a chronic braggart

and liar, and was de-pledged from a fraternity.

Another subject came to the group meeting, took the Minnesota

Multiphasic Personality Inventory, but then refused to come to the

individual interview. His Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Invoatory
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profile shows peaks on D and Pdj but these scales fall just within

the normal range. The pattern is one of mild disturbance. This Is

not enou^ evidence on tdilch to base conclusions*

One of the two students who left school and were contacted

by sail repUed. The one striking fact In this reply Is that this

is a person viio was rery ywing, and came to the UhlversHQr by being

encouraged to skip his senior year In high school.

Eyamlnlng the over-all view of the case siranarles some gener-

alisations can be drasm.

In the lower sixteen summaries there appears a preponderance

of relatively disturbed people. In this group many of the Individuals

are people whose psychological problems are of long standing and are

of a character nature. In six of these cases we find a passive-

aggressive orientation and an inability to directly express hostility

toward their parents. Accompanying this is a de^-seated resentment

for the parents and the stress on subjects' grades by the parents.

In two of the lower sixteen cases there is a psychopathic

^MMnt of not being able to distinguish what is of value. In each

of the remaining cases there is a psychodynamic understanding of the

student's poor college perfomance« but these are individualized*

In the upper sixteen case summaries there is evidence for

more Intezpersonal warmth in the group as a whole. There are some

vexy disturbed people in this group however. In each case of a dis-

turbed person there is an understandable psychodynamic pattern operat-

ing iiAilch makes the highly successful college performance of the
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Indl-vidual involved ^ust as neiirotlc as the poor performance of the

individuals in the lower groxip. It becomes clear that there are

neurotic motivations behind some individuals Kho are pushed to achieve

at high levels. The degree of ego str^igth seems higher in the higher

group than in the lower group. The basic character structure is more

integrated and organized in the hi^er group*
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CONCLUSIONS

The c»nly etati8tloalJ7 significant correlations between HPA

and other variables were with placement test total (1 per cent level)

and severity of psychological problems (5 per cent level). No scale

of the MHPI correlated significantly with HPA. In this group of

highly intelligent students the placwnent test total was the best

single predictor of HPA. While this correlation is statistically

significant, it is small and leaves 95 per cent of the variance

unaccomited for. Therefore, prediction on this basis would have a

hig^ degree of error in the selection of high ability groups. This

group of subjects is relatively homogeneous, idiich may act as a con-

striction on the correlations. The Psychometric devices used in this

stud^ and those in past studies all have been foxind to be inadequate

in predicting idiich students will underachieve in college. Fran

the case summary results we see that there are some very disturbed

people in the group of stivlents who do well. The psychometric tests

do not differentiate these disturbed people from the people \Au) are

disturbed and do poorly. The clinical interview did offer promise

of differentiating the people trtio do well academically from the peo-

ple who do poorly academically. One reason psychometric devices do

not differentiate those who do well and those i^o do poorly is that

U2
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there are disturbed people vdio do well in college for highly neurotic

reasons. The clinical interview tdiich takes into account each person

as a i^ole functioning person has prociise for an understanding of these

underlying problans. In drawing up a case svumary the individual

motiTes and dynamics take on meaning and importance in relation to the

other motives and dynamics within the individual.

The rating scale it«ns, individually, did not differentiate

those students who do well from those students who do poorly in

college. This, as an attes^t to isolate specific factors, was not

successful. The rating scale item on severity of psychological prob-

lems did, however, correlate significantly with HPA at the 5 per cent

level of confidence. This item is the most generalized item on the

rating scale.

People do poorly in college work for different reasons. These

reasons are understandable when viewed in terms of the person involved.

These differences cancel each other in psychometric techniques. A

person might score high on item A of a rating scale and the charac-

teristic behind this might underlie his poor performance in college.

Another person might score low on it^i A but hi^ on item B and the

characteristdc b^dj:^ this mi^t tuiderlie his poor performance in

college. Both it«ns A and B would not correlate significantly with

academic performance at college, yet in each case the poor performance

would be understandable *dien viewed as phrased in the following ques-

tion: "idxat does this performance level mean to this person?" A

person's performance in college is just another aspect of how this
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person deals with his enrLroiment.

Thia point of -view raises the question; "are there any siad-

larities between people lAio underachieve that are unique to that

group and that would allow for prediction of college performance in

advance?"

People idio have achieved at a high level in the past are, ly

and large, the same people who achieve at college. There is generally

more emotional disturbance, in terms of severity, in underachievers

than in those idao achieve at a hi^ level. This disturbance is more

of a character nature than the disturbances in the group of people

Hho perform up to their level of ability. People idio perform at

their level of abili-ty show more interpersonal waarmth, are more in

touch with their feelings. There may be highly neurotic reasons for

a person's hi^ perfoiroance level in college Just as in another

person's poor performance. People with hi^ ability who perform at

high achievement levels in college show more ego strength as a groTip

than do people who underachieve. The psychological problems of hi^

achievers seem less ingrained in the character structure of the

individuals than the psychological problems of people who under-

achieve.

There are clinically iinderstandable psychodynamics under-

lying the underachieving college student of high intellectual

ability.
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APP£ia)II A

GH£GKLIST

FILL-OPT FORM AT EKD OF INTERVIEW

Please answer iha follovlDg as accurately and as quickly as you can.

1. 1 livet dorms, frat/sor. house, off-campus, home*

2» I am: ^single, married. divorced. widow.
separated*

—

—

3. }fy parents are* married, difprcedj ^separated.

U* There have been, or are, difficulties between my parents in the:
_____j)ast, present. ^both past and present, neither.

5» Ify parents: ^told me idiat vocational objective to prepare
^or, enco\iraged me to prepare for a particular vocational
objective, discussed this with me but showed no preference,

don't care what I major in •

6. I: belong to a fpat., wasn't asked to pledge a frat.,
am pledging a frat., was rushed but didn't pledge,
don't care about £rat. (social fraternities only).

?• I feel closer to my: mother, father. ^some other
member of my family, a person noT'a relative.

8. I have: many friends, some friends, few friends,
no friends.

—

—

9* I'm sure of the vocational goal I presently have, I
think I know idiat vocation I want to pursue but might cKange
nor mind, I'm not at all sure of a specific vocational goal
but know -the major area of my Interests, ^I have no idea
idiere ay interests lie.

"~~~

10, I have: dropped courses, added courses, ^both dropped
and added courses, neither dropped nor added courses.

U6
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11* Briefljr state your reason Xor your answer to c^estlon XOt

12* liAiat were your altematires to coming to the University?

Father's occupation*
How far father went in school:
Mother's occupation:
How far mother went in school:

13 • Has there been a crisis situation (financial loss^ fight with
b<^/girl friend, unusual family difficulties, etc.) in your life
during the fall semester? yes, no

If yes briefly identif^r lAiat:

lU* Estimate in hours per week the time you spend in:

Socialising .__________...______
Studying
Reading or learning things not related
to course work _____________________
Hobbies
Doing things alone
Extracurricular activities
Frat./sor. activities



APPEKDH B

RATING SCALE

CUJSICKL JCDOffiMTS

1* Manifest anxiety levels12 3 4 5

2. Expression of hostilltgrt

1 2 3 1* 5
passively openly

3* Defenses:

12 3 4 5
intellect hysterical
(ngl<ilty) (flexible)

U» Feelings of inadequacy a problems

1 S 3 U 5

5* Resistance to parents a pz^blemt

1 2 3 U 5

6, Relates interpersonallyt

1 2 3 U 5

7* Dependency a probloat

12 3 4 5

8« Severity of psychological problems i12 3 4 5

9« How socialized is he7t

12 3 4 5

M
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10. Need for social acceptances

1 2 3 1» 5

1 - lowest
5 - highest
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